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Class Action Notice:
The Internet's Time Has Come
Jordan S. Ginsberg
t
Imagine Trevor, a twenty-five-year old young man.1 Like
many Americans, Trevor loves music and has purchased numer-
ous compact discs over the past ten years. Unbeknownst to
Trevor, most of the producers of the compact discs, and several
retail outlets where Trevor has purchased music, have conspired
to set minimum prices on the compact discs in violation of anti-
trust laws. This violation has resulted in higher costs to Trevor
and the millions of Americans like him who have purchased com-
pact discs from these retail outlets. Finally, justice is served;
state Attorneys General discover the scheme, sue the wrongdoers
in a class action for violating state and federal antitrust laws,
and obtain a settlement for $143 million, with sixty-seven million
dollars set aside for overcharged consumers to collect. Compact
disc buyers like Trevor are eligible to receive a piece of this set-
tlement-up to twenty dollars each. But how will Trevor learn
about it? How will the settling parties tell Trevor about the
money that he is owed? This Comment argues that a scheme of
communication via the internet is the best method to provide no-
tice of a class action lawsuit to as many parties as possible, under
the financial and logistical constraints of most class litigation.
' B.A. 2001, Washington and Lee University; J.D. Candidate 2004, University of
Chicago.
The following example is based loosely on a class action lawsuit by forty-three
states against the five largest U.S. distributors of compact discs and three large music
retailers. See In re Compact Disc Minimum Advertised Price Antitrust Litigation, 2001 US
Dist LEXIS 11043, *1 (D Ma). According to the terms of the settlement, consumers who
purchased a compact disc between January 1, 1995 and December 22, 2000 are entitled to
up to twenty dollars of the settlement, depending on how many claimants apply for the
refund. The claimants had approximately six months, from October 2002 to March 2003,
to apply for a refund. While the application could take place on the internet, notice of the
settlement occurred solely in newspapers and national magazines. See Tim Jones, Small
sums fail to draw buyers to CD settlement, Chi Trib 8 (Jan 26, 2003).
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Notifying potential parties to a class action is a crucial part
of the class action process.2 In order to comport with subsection
(c)(2) of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23 ("Rule 23"), requiring
that the "best notice practicable under the circumstances" be pro-
vided,3 more than two decades ago, the Supreme Court held that
"[ii ndividual notice must be sent to all class members whose
names and addresses may be ascertained through reasonable ef-
fort."4 Adequate notice generally exists when identified class
members receive individual notice of a pending class action
through the mail.5 Traditional publication notice, a broad an-
nouncement in a paper-based periodical that informs only the
happenstance reader of the existence of a class action lawsuit or
settlement to which he may be an interested party, is an insuffi-
cient, needle in a haystack premise where "[cihance alone brings
to the attention of even a local resident ... [a notice] in small
type inserted in the back pages of a newspaper."6 Because publi-
cation notice is an unreliable means of ensuring potential class
members a lawsuit, it is inadequate where the plaintiff can iden-
tify other potential parties. Simply, "most people don't pay atten-
tion to legal ads in newspapers."7 Nonetheless, where parties
cannot identify parties sufficiently to effectuate personal mailing
of notices, courts regard publication notice as the next best thing.8
The issue of class action notice becomes more complex when
the potential pool of class members is so large that its members
cannot be identified. Direct communication via the mail becomes
impossible, so courts and potential plaintiffs must find other
ways to reach a large number of unknown individuals. In these
situations, courts have repeatedly held that publication notice
satisfies the adequate notice requirement. 9
2 See Arthur T. von Mehren and Donald T. Trautman, Jurisdiction to Adjudicate: A
Suggested Analysis, 79 Harv L Rev 1121, 1134 (1966) (recognizing notice as a matter
separate from bases of adjudicatory jurisdiction).
FRCP 23(c)(2).
Eisen v Carlisle & Jacquelin, 417 US 156, 173 (1974).
See Mullane v Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co, 339 US 306, 318 (1950) ("Where
the names and post-office addresses of those affected by a proceeding are at hand, the
reasons disappear for resort to means less likely than the mails to apprise them of its
pendency.").
Id at 315.
Jones, Small sums fail to draw buyers to CD settlement, Chi Trib, at 8 (cited in note
1).
8 See, for example, Nilson v Prudential Securities Inc, 1996 US App LEXIS 33665,
*25 (2d Cir) (rejecting plaintiffs motion for a late opt out of a class action because "notice
was given via publication, and the settlement received extensive publicity in the media").
' Id.
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As technological advances alter both the ways people com-
municate and the general nature of mass communication, the
type of notice that is adequate and "the best practicable" method
of notice evolves.'0 Some traditional methods of communication
may become outmoded, such as publication in local and national
newspapers, or prohibitively expensive, such as notice on broad-
cast television. As the cost of notice by some media becomes im-
practicable, the class action mechanism ceases to be a viable eco-
nomic option. The growing cost of notice, combined with the Su-
preme Court's interpretation of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure
23 ("Rule 23") in Eisen v Carlisle & Jacquelin" as "requiring the
class representatives to bear the cost of the notice presently re-
quired by the Rule," results in a system that "discourage[s] small
claimants from filing class suits, and further defeats the purposes
of the Rule."12 Consequently, more and more valid claims fail to
materialize, and class actions become tools only for the wealthy
and for those with enormous financial'claims.1 3
The breadth, accessibility, and widespread usage of the
internet make it a possible alternative means of publishing notice
and satisfying the notice requirement.1 4 The internet is a particu-
larly affordable way to connect with a wide group of potential
class members." Some courts have already held that the internet
is an ideal forum for distributing public information for certain
types of class actions and have approved the posting of class ac-
tion notice on the internet.16 These methods raise new questions
FRCP 23(c)(2).
Eisen, 417 US at 177.
" Duane W. Reno, Notice and Due Process in Federal Class Actions: A Requiem for
Revised Rule 23?, 2 Hastings Const L Q 479, 516 (1975).
" See Jennifer Mingus, Note, E-mail: A Constitutional (and Economical) Method of
Transmitting Class Action Notice, 47 Cleve St L Rev 87, 109 (1999). For a discussion of
notice schemes in a class consisting of small claimants, see Lucy West Behymer, Note,
Notice Obligations of Representative Plaintiff- Eisen v Carlisle & Jacquelin, 16 BC Indust
& Comm L Rev 254, 260 (1975).
" Currently, there are approximately five hundred million internet users world-wide.
Internet user base swells 48.6% in February - Brazil, Bus News Americas - English
(March 12, 2002), available online at <http://www.bnamericas.com/> (visited Jan 20,
2003).
'" More than half of American households and more than half of all
Americans are connected to the internet. Report: More than 50 percent of U.S. on internet
(posted Feb 7, 2002), available online at <http://www.cnn.con2002/TECH/
internet/02/06/internet.use/index.html> (visited Aug 27, 2003).
" See, for example, Kathryn Ericson, Jury Orders Web Page Notice of Class Action,
West's Legal News 1996 WL 402652 (July 19, 1996) (quoting Judge James F. McClure who
in In re Valley of Lakes RICO Class Action Litigation, 1997 WL 855784 (M D Pa), class
decertified on other grounds, 1999 WL 1211439 (M D Pa), became the first judge to re-
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about the accessibility of the internet as it compares to former
publication notice schemes with regards to various demographics.
The new opportunities the internet creates are forcing the legal
community to reevaluate the standard of "best notice practica-
ble."17 Accordingly, courts ruling on this issue often approve
internet posting as one of several methods employed to give no-
tice.18 Still, publication notice in traditional, national newspapers
reigns supreme among most courts, and internet notice is often
just supplemental.' 9
The academic debate regarding internet notice thus far has
focused on the use of e-mail in lieu of first-class mail for identifi-
able parties.2° There has been little debate about internet notice
and postings for unidentifiable parties. This Comment considers
whether notice via the internet for such unidentifiable parties
satisfies the requirements of constitutional due process and the
applicable rules governing class action procedure, and it com-
pares internet notice to more traditional forms of notice for uni-
dentifiable parties. Part I analyzes the history of the formulation
of the class action doctrine in the United States in order to ex-
plain the origin and intent of the notice requirement. Part II ex-
amines the traditionally appropriate forms of notice, specifically
national print media, and the statistical accessibility of these
media. Part II concludes that a notification structure based on
national print media is greatly flawed. Part III compares the cur-
rent accessibility and usage statistics of newer modes of commu-
nication, particularly television and the internet, to the tradi-
tional methods of publication notice. The Comment concludes
quire that class notice be posted on an internet home page and maintained that the inter-
net would be "even more useful in a case where there are consumers all over the country").
See also Rachel Cantor, Comment, Internet Service of Process: A Constitutionally Adequate
Alternative?, 66 U Chi L Rev 943, 967 (1999), citing California Department of Motor Vehi-
cles v Superior Court, 78 Cal Rptr 2d 88, 93 (Cal App 1998) (discussing the procedural
history of the case and noting that the trial court ordered class notice posted on the inter-
net).
FRCP 23(c)(2).
See California Department of Motor Vehicles, 78 Cal Rptr 2d at 93 (noting that trial
court ordered class notice posted on the internet).
" See, for example, In re Aetna Inc Securities Litigation, 2001 WL 20928, *5 (E D Pa)
(acknowledging publication of the notice to potential class members via the internet, in
addition to notice via first-class mail and publication in The Wall Street Journal); In re
California Micro Devices Corp Sec Litigation, 2001 WL 765146, *1 (N D Cal) (approving a
notice scheme distributing notice through individual mailings, The Wall Street Journal,
and broadcast to the internet).
"0 See, for example, Mingus, 47 Cleve St L Rev at 109 (cited in note 13); Cantor, 66 U
Chi L Rev at 943 (cited in note 16).
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that the internet should be recognized as preferable to newspa-
pers because it is an appropriate, adequate means of providing
exclusive notice to a large, diverse cross-section of unidentifiable
interested parties, and thus, argues that such notice satisfies
Rule 23(c)(2).
I. ORIGINS OF THE CLASS ACTION NOTICE REQUIREMENT
The class action mechanism and its predecessors have ex-
isted in some form for hundreds of years. One of the key ingre-
dients of the class method is a means of warning potentially in-
terested parties of the impending legal action in a highly efficient
manner.
A. History of Class Action Lawsuits
By understanding the history of class actions and the
transitions that the mechanism has undergone, one can better
interpret the modern day requirements of a class action lawsuit.
Recognizing the fundamental purposes of the notice requirement
provides a framework for understanding the need for notice. It
also demonstrates that notification via the internet in today's so-
ciety satisfies these original ideals.
The idea of the modern American class action grew out of the
English Bill of Peace.' The Bill of Peace intended to "facilitate
the adjudication of disputes involving common questions and
multiple parties in a single action."2 Traditionally, class actions
in the United States were severely limited; courts confined their
use to instances involving a group with a strictly-viewed cohesive
interest.' The option of a "true" class action could only be ex-
tended to parties whose rights were "joint, common, or secon-
dary.
")
21 Stephen Yeazell, Group Litigation and Social Context: Toward a History of the
Class Action, 77 Colum L Rev 866 (1977).
22 See Shaw v Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc, 91 F Supp 2d 942, 949 (E D
Tex 2000) (holding that publishing notice of the lawsuit in The Wall Street Journal, USA
Today, various local newspapers, and PC WEEK satisfied the notice requirement).
' Charles Alan Wright, Arthur R. Miller, and Mary Kay Kane, Federal Practice &
Procedure § 1751 (1986).
24 See Linda Silberman, The Vicissitudes of the American Class Action-With a Com-
parative Eye, 7 Tulane J Intl & Comp L 201, 203 (1999).
" Id.
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In 1938, Congress approved the first Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, including Rule 23, which provided for class actions.2
Due to a variety of problems concerning the implementation of
the class action mechanism, 7 in 1966 Congress approved changes
to Rule 23 that constructed a three-part classification system,
with requirements specific to each of the three types of class ac-
tion classifications.' In the years since the Rule 23 modifications,
the parameters and functions of each category of class action
have been clarified and specialized to fit a particular collection of
circumstances, such as the type of remedy sought.
Currently, litigants may bring Rule 23(b)(3) class action law-
suits where "questions of law or fact common to the members of
the class predominate over any questions affecting only individ-
ual members, and . . . [where] a class action is superior to other
available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the
controversy."29 Rule 23(c)(2) requires that members of Rule
23(b)(3) class actions receive "the best notice practicable under
the circumstances, including individual notice to all members
who can be identified through reasonable effort."30 Nonetheless,
all Rule 23 classifications, including Rule 23(b)(3) class actions,
bind class members who do not request exclusion, unless a spe-
cific provision to the contrary is made.3' Rule 23(b)(3) class ac-
tions include "persons who will be entitled to relief in the event of
a judgment for the class representative, who will be bound by the
final judgment unless they opt out, and who are entitled to no-
tice. ,32
The most revolutionary type of class action grew out of Rule
23(b)(3), as it gave binding effect to a class action where the rela-
tionships between the parties and among the class members was
less personal than what the inventors of class action litigation
first intended, when technology necessitated face-to-face transac-
' See Herbert B. Newberg and Alba Conte, Newberg On Class Actions § 1.09, 1-25
(3d ed 1992).
" The problems included, most significantly, the "spurious class action." The spurious
class action was used "primarily to obviate joinder problems but formally bound only those
who were named parties to the litigation. However, an additional feature of the spurious
class action was to allow absent members to intervene after the judgment, thereby taking
advantage of a favorable outcome in the litigation." Silberman, 7 Tulane J Intl & Comp L
at 204 (cited in note 24).
Id at 204 (describing the classification system).
FRCP 23(b)(3).
FRCP 23(c)(2).
See id.
Shaw, 91 F Supp 2d at 953.
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tions.3 To better conserve resources and protect the interests of
individual class members,4 in 1966 Congress created Rule
23(b)(3), which included extra protections for certification, includ-
ing individual notice to absent class members and the ability to
opt out of the class and independently pursue a legal grievance.3
Since potential class members are less likely to directly know
each other and have the exact same interests, this method en-
ables defendants to settle claims en masse, while at the same
time providing potential plaintiffs the opportunity to make a ra-
tional, self-interested decision about whether they should sue
independently. 6
B. The Notice Requirement
To uphold the due process requirements set forth in the
Fourteenth Amendment, 3' notice to unidentified potential plain-
tiffs in a Rule 23(b)(3) class action must be provided by the "best
notice practicable under the circumstances."' This focus, how-
ever, is tempered by the overall purpose of Rule 23 and the class
action mechanism. Where the purpose of the class action is to
serve as a means of privately requiring fiduciaries, such as stock
brokers, to act in the full and best interest of their clients, placing
too much emphasis on the notice requirement might defeat the
purpose of the class action device by making it more difficult to
hold the fiduciaries accountable for their actions.39 In order to sat-
isfy due process, "best notice practicable" generally requires indi-
vidual notice usually through the mail-to all class members who
can be reached through reasonable effort.4°
However, Rule 23 is unclear and its requirements regarding
potential class members whom the class representative cannot
identify through reasonable effort are less certain. The word
"'practicable' [in 'best notice practicable' standard] implies flexi-
bility, with the type of notice depending upon the particular cir-
" Silberman, 7 Tulane J Intl & Comp L at 204 (cited in note 24).
See id.
See id.
See id at 210-14.
"' 'No State shall ... deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due
process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the
laws." US Const Amend XIV, § 1.
FRCP 23(c)(2).
See, for example, Berland v Mack, 48 FRD 121, 129-30 (S D NY 1969).
40 See Eisen, 417 US at 173.
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cumstances of each case.0' Because the Rule assumes that class
representatives and identifiable parties with similar interests as
those not represented will protect the interest of unidentifiable
parties, courts have held that due process does not require that
42
every unidentified class member receive individual notice. More
specifically, when individual names and addresses are unattain-
able, notice by publication meets the requirements of Rule
23(c)(2).4 The Supreme Court explained that publication alone
constitutes adequate notice in a distinct, but limited number of
cases because:
[when a case] presupposes a large number of small inter-
ests, [an] individual interest does not stand alone but is
identical with that of a class. The rights of each [] are
shared by many other beneficiaries. Therefore notice rea-
sonably certain to reach most of those interested in object-
ing is likely to safeguard the interests of all, since any ob-
jection sustained would inure to the benefit of all. We
think that under such circumstances reasonable risks that
notice might not actually reach every beneficiary are justi-
fiable."
Once the Supreme Court ruled that publication satisfied the
due process requirement for unidentified parties," it remained
unclear what forms of publication would be fair and appropriate.
This determination has often been controversial because it re-
quires a court to balance and compromise issues of cost, fairness
to the parties, and potential prejudice. On the one hand, all
class members should receive notice so that any resolution of the
case results from valid consent by all the parties and can legiti-
mately bind the class. On the other hand, the notice cannot be
4' Berland, 48 FRD at 129.
42 See Fry v Hayt, Hayt & Landau, 198 FRD 461, 474 (E D Pa 2000) ("Due process
does not require that every class member receive actual notice, and, therefore, failure to
receive notice is not fatal to the plan."); In re The Prudential Insurance Co of America
Sales Practices Litigation, 177 FRD 216, 232-34 (D NJ 1997).
See Carlough v Amchem Products, Inc, 158 FRD 314, 325 (E D Pa 1993).
4 Mullane, 339 US at 319.
See id.
"' Manual for Complex Litigation, Third ("MCL 3d"), § 30.211, at 226 (1995). See also
Oppenheimer Fund, Inc v Sanders, 437 US 340, 356 (1978) (recognizing that while in most
circumstances the time and expense of identifying and notifying class members must be
borne, at least initially, by the class representatives, in some circumstances the court
might order defendants to assist in identifying class members or even to give notice to the
class).
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overly disseminated or expensive, lest a plaintiff "use widespread
publication of their claims, disguised as class communications, to
coerce defendants into settlement,"47 or spend so much money on
providing notice that the financial incentive to pursue a valid
class action evaporates. Broad notice to potential plaintiffs might
effectively equate to blackmail by forcing defendants to forego
pursuing a trial on the merits in order to avoid severe reputa-
tional damage.48 A debauched plaintiffs attorney could provide a
series of one-sided allegations that might cause devastatingly
irreparable harm to the defendant, regardless of the outcome of
the case on the merits. Broad-based advertisements or mailings
may cause such "serious and irreparable harm" to a defendant's
reputation that the defendant is essentially coerced into settling,
regardless of the merits.49 Consequently, a scheme of notice can-
not be justified only by breadth alone, since an untailored plan
that runs willy-nilly may do more overall harm than good.
In determining the adequacy of the method of notice for a
class action lawsuit, cost cannot be a factor under Rule 23(c)(2).
The Rule is simple: each class member who can be identified
through reasonable effort must be notified. 5° The Rule is different,
however, where class members are unidentifiable. In cases with a
large number of class members who are not easily identifiable,
"[e]xtremely expensive and stringent notice requirements ...
would render the class action device [in these cases] a nullity."5
Since courts are ambivalent, at best, about the effectiveness and
value of publication notice, courts often analyze the cost of notice
and weigh it against the extent of the potential benefits.52
" Jackson v Motel 6 Multipurpose, Inc, 130 F3d 999, 1004 (11th Cir 1997). See also
Abdallah v Coca-Cola Co, 186 FRD 672, 678 (N D Ga 1999) (holding that unsupervised,
unilateral communication is a one-sided presentation that carries extreme potential for
prejudice to class members that will generate biased, undue pressure to settle).
" See id.
49 Jackson, 130 F3d at 1004.
' See Eisen, 417 US at 176 ("There is nothing in Rule 23 to suggest that the notice
requirements can be tailored to fit the pocketbooks of particular plaintiffs.").
" See, for example, Herbst v Able, 47 FRD 11, 21 (S D NY 1969) (noting that "ex-
tremely expensive and stringent notice requirements" could nullify the purpose of class
actions).
"' See, for example, Lamb v United Securities Life Co, 59 FRD 25, 40 (S D Iowa 1972)
(considering the merit of the claim and the number of class representatives, among other
factors).
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II. EARLY METHODS OF SATISFYING THE NOTICE REQUIREMENT
FOR UNKNOWN PLAINTIFFS
When unknown plaintiffs are involved, parties to a class ac-
tion must be more creative in attempting to provide notice than
when the potential plaintiffs are all known, while at the same
time recognizing that any notice will likely deliver a low rate of
success." As technology changes, new forms of media become
available, causing the costs of providing notice in media to
change. Therefore, the choices for determining what constitutes
adequate publication notice become more complex.
A. Modes of Communication
As technological shifts create new forms of communication
and make other forms of communication more affordable, the ex-
tent to which the public relies on any given medium for informa-
tion adjusts accordingly.5 Despite the variance in the accessibil-
ity and affordability of various forms of communication, the de-
sire of courts to formulate a notice plan of national scope that
reaches as many potential class members as practicable has re-
mained constant. Similarly, the methods used to achieve this
desire have remained static.
5 6
1. Historical usage and accessibility of specific media.
In the 1950s, newspapers and radios were the most heavily
used modes of mass communication in the United States. Of the
nearly 166 million people in the United States in 1955,57 ap-
See Mullane, 339 US at 318.
For example, radio usage has decreased over the past fifty years, while television
viewing has increased. Today, the average American spends six hundred more hours
watching television than he does listening to the radio. US Bureau of the Census Statisti-
cal Abstract of the United States: 2000, 576, Table No 909 (US Dept of Commerce 120th ed
2000). Fifty years ago, when one-third of households did not even own a television, televi-
sion did not exert such dominance. US Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the
United States: 1971 487, Table No 768 (US Dept of Commerce 92d ed 1971)
See Berland, 48 FRD at 130.
See, for example, Greer v Shapiro & Kreisman, 2001 US Dist LEXIS 21114 (E D
Pa), citing Carlough v Amchem Products, Inc, 158 FRD 314, 325 (E D Pa 1993) (holding
that publication notice is necessary to satisfy the main concern behind the notice require-
ment which is to avoid "the prospect of harm to absent class members" and requiring the
use of print media to publish notice for potential class members).
" See Historical National Population Estimates: July 1, 1900 to July 1, 1999, U.S.
Census Bureau, available online at <http://www.census.gov/population/estimates
/nation/popclockest.txt> (visited Aug 27, 2003).
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proximately forty-seven million of them owned a radio,8 and
more than fifty-seven million purchased a daily newspaper. 59 As a
result, courts generally held that plaintiffs provided adequate
notice of a class action by providing notice "in a paper of general
circulation" in the appropriate geographical area.' For example,
for large classes of unknown plaintiffs in national suits, notice
had to be "reasonably prominent" in "national media," such as
The Wall Street Journal.61
By the time Congress enacted the 1966 amendments to Rule
23, technology had changed the scope of acceptable communica-
tion to satisfy notice requirements. While the number of radio
owners and newspaper purchasers remained relatively constant
(the number of newspaper readers increased only 7.5 percent be-
tween 1955 and 1965),62 the percentage of television owners sky-
rocketed.6 From 1955 to 1965, the percentage of homes with tele-
visions soared from 67 to 92 percent." As a result, the number of
television stations swelled by almost 18 percent.65 While only
three major national networks existed, the increase of local tele-
vision stations meant that more areas of the United States re-
ceived individualized, community-based communication and in-
formation.r Consequently, attempting to contact potential class
members became easier because notice through television com-
munication could be narrowly tailored to the local stations where
potential class members resided.
The legal system took notice of the value of television and
officially began to appreciate that medium as well. By the late
1960s, television became a significant part of numerous adequate
Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1971 at 677, Table No 1117 (cited in note
54)
Id at 490, Table No 773.
See, for example, Collins v City of Wichita, 225 F2d 132, 136 (10th Cir 1955) (hold-
ing that appellants were not entitled to personal notice and that publication notice would
be sufficient).
" See Berman v Narragansett Racing Association, 48 FRD 333, 338-39 (D RI 1969)
(accepting a notice proposal by plaintiffs counsel which included publication for the entire
class by a reasonably prominent notice in national media, including The Wall Street Jour-
nal).
61 Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1971 at 490, Table No 773 (cited in note
54).
See id.
See id at 487.
Id.
See Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1971 at 488, Table No 769 (cited in
note 54).
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notice schemes.67 This reliance on television as a method of notice
indicates the extent to which new technology played an integral
role in the legal community. No longer was television a privilege
that only the rich could enjoy, nor was it a unique novelty or
passing fad. Instead, by 1952 most Americans had at least one
television.6 In ten years television had indelibly left its mark on
American society. It quickly became a central source through
which parties to class litigation could disseminate information. 69
It was integral in any scheme designed to appeal to a large group
of people quickly and efficiently.70 Nonetheless, the legal accep-
tance of television was not wholesale. Myriad courts continued
rely on print media.71 It is unclear if the impetus for this decision
was mere inertia, or was related to the cost of television advertis-
ing. Nevertheless, most courts tended to favor "notice by publica-
tion," maintaining that using "secular and financial newspapers
and magazines of wide circulation" constituted the best notice
practicable for informing unknown class members.72
2. Cost of advertising and notification.
When publishing notice in a national publication, courts gen-
erally require the notice to appear in major national periodicals.73
The notice usually has to be a one-eighth page space, a size "fre-
quently used by securities houses to advertise new issues [and]
large enough to catch the eye of most readers, as distinguished
" See, for example, United States v Jefferson County Board of Education, 380 F2d
385, 391 (5th Cir 1967) (holding that "conspicuous publication of a notice" in a newspaper
'most generally circulated in the community" was not sufficient; notice also had to be
"given at that time to all radio and television stations located in the community").
" Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1971 at 487 (cited in note 54).
69 Id.
70 See In re "Agent Orange" Product Liability Litigation, 818 F2d 145, 167-69 (2d Cir
1987) (holding that notice through announcements in national publications and on radio
and television were acceptable attempts to notify the 2,400,000 Vietnam veterans of a
lawsuit against manufacturers of the herbicide Agent Orange).
" See, for example, Pedraza v United Guaranty Corp, 313 F3d 1323, 1326 (3d Cir
2002) (finding notice scheme satisfactory where notice was published on one day in "na-
tionally circulating newspapers"); McCaulley v Purdue Pharma, L.P., 2002 U.S. Dist
LEXIS 4358 (W D Va) (allowing a notice scheme consisting of press releases and a paid
advertisement in a state-wide lawyers' newspaper); Marcus v State of Kansas, 209 F Supp
2d 1179, 1182 (D Kan 2002) (holding that "notice was achieved through publication in
various newspapers throughout the state").
72 In re Sugar Industry Antitrust Litigation, 73 FRD 322, 360 (E D Pa 1976).
7' See, for example, Lamb v United Security Life Company, 59 FRD 25, 41 (S D Iowa
1972) (considering The Wall Street Journal as a possible source for notice by publication);
Berland, 48 FRD at 130; Herbst v Able, 47 FRD 11, 21-22 (E D NY 1969).
750 [2003:
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from the 'ritualistic notice in small print on the back pages.' 74
This one-eighth page size is generally standard, since courts held
that notices a half-page or larger were too costly.
75
The approximate cost of notice is one cog in an amalgam of
factors that courts weigh to determine whether the plaintiffs or
the defendants should bear the cost of notice and the amount (if
any) the plaintiff must pay. 76 This calculation is crucial to a plain-
tiff's analysis of whether to bring a class action. Other factors
include "the apparent merit or lack of merit in the claim, the
presence or absence of genuine issues of fact and law . .. the
number of class representatives ... [and] the ratio of the cost of
notice to total anticipated recovery."77 For a potential recovery of
several million dollars, for example, an advertisement in The
Wall Street Journal, costing thousands, was appropriate, but only
if the court determined "after notice has been sent [to identifiable
class members] that there were a significant number of persons
in the class who remain unidentifiable or unlocatable."7 Where
the plaintiffs' interest was forty-five thousand dollars to a group
of forty plaintiffs, providing half-page notice at a cost of $38,304
was extreme and "prohibitive."79 Thus, the court found requiring
such publication would serve as a deterrent to using the class
action mechanism. Instead, the court designed a scheme of publi-
cation notice that cost $9,711, or 21.58 percent, of the plaintiffs'
interest in the lawsuit.80 In reality, such high transaction costs in
the form of notice in print media likely deter numerous plaintiffs
with valid claims from seeking remedies through the class action
mechanism."' This deterrence suggests that requiring print media
14 Berland v Mack, 48 FRD 121, 130 (1969) (internal citations omitted).
71 See id (holding that defendant's proposal of half-page notices in daily editions of
The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal, published on three successive monthly
occasions and estimated to cost $38,304, was "prohibitive").
'6 See Lamb, 59 FRD at 40.
77 Id.
71 Id. at 47-48.
7' Berland, 48 FRD at 130. One dollar in 1969 is worth $4.97 in 2003. Therefore,
$45,000 in 1969 is equal to $212,972.75 in 2002. See The American Institute for Economic
Research Cost-of-Living Calculator, available online at <http://www.aier.org/colcalc.html>
(visited Oct 1, 2003).
' See Berland, 48 FRD at 130 (holding that three successive one-eighth page monthly
notices in The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal costing $1,035 per page in the
Times and $2,202 in the Journal was appropriate and "quite sufficient"). $9,711 in 1969 is
worth $48,263.93 in 2003. See The American Institute for Economic Research Cost-of
Living Calculator (cited in note 79).
"I See Reno, 2 Hastings Const L Q at 516 (cited in note 12).
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notice may be prohibitively expensive for many potential class
actions.
III. EVALUATING MODERN TECHNOLOGICAL MODES
OF COMMUNICATION
A. Nationally Circulated Print Media
Even today, courts retain an enormous preference for na-
tional print media.8 2 Some courts hold that, in light of their con-
cerns regarding notice, parties should use "print media outlets" to
distribute notice of a potential class action lawsuit9 Despite
technological advances that have given courts more options in
constructing adequate notice, traditional print media continues to
play a primary role in almost any notice scheme. In particular,
The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and USA Today,
long recognized as prominent publications, are the most popular
periodicals for notice aimed at individuals throughout the United
States.' The average daily readership for these three newspapers
"' Conversely, another way to use print media to affect notice when the class is large
and unidentifiable would be to collectively publish notice in the twenty-five or fifty biggest
markets in the United States. While this may increase the likelihood that potential class
members will view the notice, advertising in so many newspapers may involve tremen-
dously complex problems of coordination, such as ensuring the advertisement appears in
so many different papers in similar locations at similar times, as well as significant finan-
cial expenditures that can easily surpass the cost of advertising in the three major na-
tional newspapers, considering that in any scheme, major newspapers (with high advertis-
ing costs) would likely be required. The Los Angeles Times alone has costly rates, and
when combined with several dozen other non-national newspapers, would make such a
scheme prohibitive. See, for example, Los Angeles Times 2003 Media Kit, available online
at <http://www.latimes.com/extras/ads/ratecards.html> (visited Feb 19, 2003).
" See, for example, Greer v Shapiro & Kreisman, 2001 US Dist LEXIS 21114 (E D
Pa), citing Carlough v Amchem Products, Inc, 158 FRD 314, 325 (E D Pa 1993) (holding
that publication notice is necessary to satisfy the main concern behind the notice require-
ment: avoiding ' the prospect of harm to absent class members" and requiring the use of
print media to publish notice for potential class members).
See, for example, Eisen, 417 US at 167 (holding that appropriate notice includes
publication in The Wall Street Journal); In re "Agent Orange" Product Liability Litigation,
818 F2d 145, 175 (2d Cir 1986) (holding that publication notice must include an an-
nouncement in the nationwide editions of The New York Times and USA Today). These
papers are the most read of national media. The New York Times has 3,800,000 weekday
readers, 73 percent of which reside outside the immediate New York Metropolitan area,
USA Today has approximately 5,500,000 daily readers, The Wall Street Journal has a
national circulation of 1,890, 046. The New York Times Media Kit, Reader Loyalty, avail-
able online at <http://nytadvertising.nytimes.com/adonis/html/open/loyalty.shtml>; The
New York Times Media Kit, Reader Profile, available online at
<http://nytadvertising.nytimes.com/adonis/html/open/profile2.shtml> (visited July 21,
2003); USA Today Media Kit, Reader Profile, available online at http:ll
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is 11,243,601 individuals.8 There is, however, significant overlap
between the readers of each of these publications.8 Moreover, the
average reader spends a mere twenty-eight minutes a day read-
ing a newspaper. This is hardly enough time to scan an entire
newspaper, and the odds of a casual reader both finding and fo-
cusing on a specific small, one-eighth page ad is remote. There-
fore, the reach of these newspapers is deceiving; the aggregate
average readership for the three "major" national newspapers
cannot be assumed to reach over eleven million unique readers
daily. Courts mistakenly view traditional print outlets, such as
newspapers and magazines, as indispensable to any notice provi-
sion, but view the internet as merely a new way to publish notice
over a news service-a computerized extension of print media
outlets.8 Courts mistakenly assume, without engaging in a thor-
ough analysis of statistical data, that print media publication is
the most accessible, fair, and efficient means of appealing to a
large group of geographically diverse individuals. The numbers,
however, do not bear out that assumption.
1. Current costs of advertising and notice in print media.
Publishing notice in nationally circulated print media is ex-
pensive.8 As advertisers have become more sophisticated and the
www.usatoday.com/ads/usat/pages/demographics/usat-reader-profile.htm (visited July 21,
2003); The Wall Street Journal Media Kit, US Edition circulation <http:ll
advertising.wjs.com/CircAud/circaudnational.htm> (visited July 21, 2003).
' This estimate comes from the advertised daily readership statistics for The New
York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and USA Today (3,800,000 + 1,890,046 + 5,500,000
= 11,190,046). See The New York Times Media Kit; The USA Today Media Kit; The Wall
Street Journal Media Kit (all cited in note 84).
For example, The New York Times touts its reader loyalty, indicating that two-
thirds of its weekday readers and 67 percent of it Sunday readers are "regular." The New
York Times Media Kit: Reader Loyalty (cited in note 84).
" This indicates that readership numbers may be inflated, misleading, or at least
grossly miscalculated. Consumers, Media, & US Newspapers: Results from the Impact
Study, Readership Institute: Media Management Center at Northwestern University, at 4
(2002), available online at <http://www.readership.orglconsumers/data/consumersmedia
newspapers.pdf> (visited on July 21, 2003).
' See Tesauro v The Quigley Corp, 2002 WL 1897538 (Pa Coin P1) (discussing the
internet as a means of communicating notice through news services, such as Business
Wire and on company's website, but ignoring internet advertising on other websites as a
viable and valuable means of communication).
See, for example, New York v Reebok International Ltd, 903 F Supp 532, 533 n 1,
534 (S D NY 1995) (holding the notice costs of $875,571.35 in newspapers to be "very high"
for an unidentifiable and "enormous" number of potential class members in an action
seeking $6,440,000 in damages). These costs represent 13.5 percent of the total award
sought.
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media's reach has expanded, it is even more expensive to adver-
tise now than it was thirty years ago.9° Notice must be "reasona-
bly prominent," 9 and it must include specific information pursu-
ant to Rule 23(c)(2).92 The notice must inform each potential class
member that she may opt out of the class action, that any mem-
ber who fails to opt out will be bound by the judgment, whether
favorable or not, and that any member "who does not request ex-
clusion may, if the member desires, enter an appearance through
counsel."93 The notice must "[provide] recipient class members
with sufficient information to permit an intelligent decision [and
must contain] language framing the key elements in the proceed-
ings with both clarity and objectivity."94 In other words, the notice
must not contain "too much legal jargon."95
In order to include the requisite information in a manner
that is visible and prominent, a publication notice usually must
be at least one-eighth of a page and appear in a major section of
the newspaper.9 A quarter-page advertisement in the Op-Ed
page or the First National News page of The New York Times
costs $41,525 for one advertisement, or $194,270 for six adver-
tisements in one year.97 The price of advertising on Sundays,
when readership is at its highest, is roughly 10 percent higher.9
Advertising in USA Today is comparably priced. A one-eighth
page color advertisement with guaranteed placement in a promi-
nent location run between Monday and Thursday, costs $30,100,
and $36,800 on Friday.' The Wall Street Journal charges
$21,558.42 for a single one-eighth page advertisement. '°°
These enormous costs go beyond what courts have sometimes
considered reasonable. For example, a notice scheme like the one
($20,930.16 * 3) + ($41,525 *3 (notice in daily publications, published on 3 succes-
sive monthly occasions)) = $187,365.48.
See Berman, 48 FRD at 338-39.
, FRCP 23(c)(2).
9' Id.
' Newberg and Conte, Newberg on Class Actions § 8.31, 8-93 (cited in note 26).
" Id.
See Berland, 48 FRD at 130.
9' See The New York Times Media Kit: Business, available online at
<http://nytadvertising.nytimes.com/adonis/html/open/business_2.shtml> (visited Aug 27,
2003).
" Id.
The USA Today Media Kit, National Rates-Color, available online at http://
www.usatoday.com/media-kitiusatoday/ai-national-rates-guaranteed-placement.htm> (visited
Aug 24, 2003).
"' The Wall Street Journal Media Kit (cited in note 84).
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the court found sufficient in Berland v Mack"' would cost over
$175,000 today. ' °2 This is almost four times the inflation-adjusted
approved settlement amount in that case.1°3 It is also almost ex-
actly on scale with what the trial court in Berland found to be
"prohibitive."1' 4 Finding this same scheme prohibitive today
would result in a print notice plan that would be affordable for
plaintiffs, but it would also necessitate decreased visibility to po-
tential class members.
2. Circulation demographics of national newspapers.
While Americans consistently read newspapers regardless of
their age, gender, race, income, or other demographic factors, the
distribution of readership is not equal between local and national
publications."5 Notice in national periodicals is not "well calcu-
lated" to reach a diverse group of unidentified class members.
10°
Rather, such notice targets the American cognoscenti, and ig-
nores most everyone else. Just like any form of communication,
some demographic groups read national newspapers more fre-
quently than others do.'07 This breakdown becomes even more
pronounced when dealing with particular major national news-
papers, such as The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal,
and USA Today. Wealthy, middle-aged, college-educated men
comprise the large majority of the readers,10° which creates poten-
tial due process concerns that courts regularly overlook.)°
Demographic statistics show that the assumption that tradi-
tional print media is the best and broadest form of notice is
grossly erroneous. Not only do the homeless, illiterate, or desti-
'0' 48 FRD 121 (S D NY 1969).
o, See note 90.
... ($187,365 / $47,470.12) = $3.95.
' Berland, 48 FRD at 130 (holding that notice costs estimated at $38,304 would be
.prohibitive"). Adjusted for inflation, $38,304 in 1969 would equal approximately $187,000
today ($38,304 * 4.97 = $189,028.98).
o5 Newspaper reading is consistent along lines of age, gender, and race, but less
among income levels. This does not take into account, however, what newspapers these
various groups are reading. See Statistical Abstract of the United States: 2000 at 567,
Table 911 (cited in note 54).
" See, for example, In re Toys "R" Us Antitrust Litigation, 191 FRD 347, 350 (E D NY
2000).
1o, See Statistical Abstract of the United States: 2000 at 567, Table 911 (cited in note
54).
'. See notes 118 and 123-25.
,o" Id.
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tute members of society fail to receive the notices in traditional
national periodicals, most typical Americans do too.
In order to compare statistics regarding the typical readers of
national print media forms, it is crucial to understand the typical
American adult. The median age of the American adult is forty-
three years old. ° As of spring 2002, the median household in-
come was $49,463.1" According to the most recent United States
Census, which took place in 2000, only 20 percent of the popula-
tion had a household income in excess of seventy-five thousand
dollars and the vast majority (89 percent) of these households was
white." 2 In addition, only 24 percent of Americans graduated col-
lege or have some post-graduate degree.1
3
The representative reader of a major national newspaper dif-
fers significantly from the average American. In 2001, the normal
reader of The New York Times was a forty-four year-old male col-
lege graduate with a household income of over ninety-three thou-
sand dollars." 4 56 percent of the readers of The New York Times
daily are male, and two-thirds are college graduates. 115 Over 44
percent of its readers have a personal income of over fifty thou-
sand dollars,"6 whereas fewer than 40 percent of the households
in the United States have a household income above fifty thou-
sand dollars. According to a survey in the spring of 2002 by Me-
diamark Research, Inc. (MRI), a leading U.S. supplier of multi-
media audience research, the typical reader of The New York
Times is almost three times as likely as the average American
adult to have a college or post-college degree, and almost three
times as likely to have a household income exceeding one hun-
dred thousand dollars.
7
The readership of The Wall Street Journal is similarly
skewed. Two-thirds of the readers are men, and the median age
of readers is fifty."8 According to the 2001 Mendelsohn Affluent
.. The New York Times Media Kit: Reader Profile: MRI, Spring 2002, available online
at <http://nytadvertising.nytimes.com/adonis/html/open/profile2.shtml> (visited Aug 27,
2003).
. See id.
11 See id.
113 See id.
"' See The New York Times Media Kit: Reader Profile: Mendelsohn, available online at
<httpJ/nytadvertising.nytimes.comadonis/htmlIopen/profilel.shtml> (visited Aug 27, 2003).
"' See The New York Times Media Kit: Reader Profile: MRI (cited in note 84).
, 6 See id.
117 Id.
,"' The Wall Street Journal Media Kit, available online at <http://advertising.
wsj.com/CircAud/circaud-persprof.htm> (visited Aug 27, 2003).
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Study (of individuals with a household income exceeding seventy-
five thousand dollars), The Wall Street Journal's audience is
"stronger than ever," and its readers have an average personal
income of greater than one hundred thousand dollars." 9 The vast
majority of readers have graduated college. 2' Even more glaring
are the statistics of average assets. The 2001 Mendelsohn Study
reports that the average household assets of affluent readers of
The Wall Street Journal exceed one and a half million dollars. 121
The Wall Street Journal represents yet another national media
outlet with a strong bias to a small percentage of the overall
population of the United States.
USA Today's readership, although having the broadest ap-
peal of national periodicals, also overrepresents specific demo-
graphic groups. Like The New York Times and The Wall Street
Journal, USA Today has a predominantly male readership. Ac-
cording to the Fall 2001 MRI Survey, 68 percent of its 5.5 million
daily readers are male.'2 Of those individual readers surveyed, 76
percent attended college.23 Similarly, 76 percent also own a
home."u Like The Wall Street Journal, the median household in-
come for USA Today readers is almost seventy-five thousand dol-
lars.'2
These statistics indicate how ineffective the most popular
forms of notice can be in reaching unidentifiable parties. Notices
in The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and USA Today
are targeted at a disproportionately male population. They also
appeal almost exclusively to the wealthiest members of society;
readers of The New York Times and USA Today make up the elite
top echelon of the wage earners and those with the highest pro-
pensity to go to college. 
26
In certain class actions, utilizing the three major newspapers
to provide notice will be adequate. When the readership of The
New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and USA Today is the
group most likely to include potentially interested class members,
119 Id.
1m Id.
121 Id. For the purposes of this argument, the numbers have changed little in
the preliminary reports of the 2002 Mendelsohn study, available online at
<http://www.mmrsurveys.conmppcmedin02.htm> (visited Aug 27, 2003).
.2. USA Today Reader Profile (cited in note 84).
M2 Id.
124 Id.
'm Id.
126 See The New York Times Media Kit: Reader Profile: MRI (cited in note 84).
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this notice will be appropriate.1 21 In these situations, the medium
of notice is narrowly tailored and directed at an appropriate au-
dience where interested potential parties are likely to see it. But
in other class actions, such as general consumer class actions,
where the parties cannot be assumed to be so homogenously fi-
nancially successful, courts cannot expect that a diverse group of
interested individuals may see the notice and be informed of the
pending class action. Adhering to the fiction that these three ma-
jor national newspapers appeal to a diverse readership insults
the integrity of the notice provision of Rule 23(c)(2) when dealing
with classes that either are not or cannot be assumed to be from
one homogenous, wealthy group.
B. Television
The objection to television notice, by contrast, is premised
less on non-representative demographics and more on prohibitive
costs. Television continues to be a major method of communicat-
ing ideas and information in the United States. In the year 2000,
television had the largest audience of all multimedia avenues.28
Because of the high proportion of Americans who watch televi-
sion, courts recognize the unmistakable adequacy of television as
a medium of notice.' While station preference may vary, a court
can be confident that notice promulgated via television will reach
all population groups. If anything, it may reach too many indi-
viduals and constitute nothing more than blackmail designed to
intimidate a defendant into settling or having to endure an ava-
lanche of negative, albeit erroneous, publicity. 3°
In a large class action,' television notice, appropriately fo-
cused by recognizing certain demographic and class specific in-
formation, can quickly alert more people to the pending litigation
than any prior, traditional form of notice. 132 In order to appeal to a
"' For example, if the targeted group of unidentifiable potential class members is
business executives, owners of automobiles manufactured by BMW, or home owners who
own property valued at over one million dollars, then notice in these three papers would
be aptly focused and a court should uphold it as adequate.
,"8 Approximately 93.5 percent of individuals over eighteen in the United States watch
television in any given week. See Statistical Abstract of the United States: 2000 at 567,
Table No 911 (cited in note 54).
,"9 See, for example, Carlough v Amchem Products, Inc, 158 FRD 314, 322 (E D Pa
1993) (detailing the role of television in a notice campaign).
"3 See Jackson v Motel 6 Multipurpose, Inc, 130 F3d 999, 1004 (1lth Cir 1997).
See, for example, Carlough v Amchem Products, Inc, 158 FRD 314 (E D Pa 1993).
132 Id at 322.
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large class of diverse interests in various geographical regions,
notice should appear on the major television networks. Further,
more costly notice efforts, such as network broadcast advertising,
often result in attempts that are "unduly time-consuming and
expensive, and not necessarily fruitful.' '133 Thus, engaging in a
"massive advertising campaign in general circulation," "targeted
publication [s]," and radio and television stations became an "ex-
traordinary" effort to reach potential class members and consti-
tuted "more than adequate notice."'3
1. The extraordinary cost of advertising on television.
The problem with posting notice on the major television net-
works is the extreme cost of doing so. Although it appeals to the
largest number of people, television is an immensely costly me-
dium for advertising. Advertisers spent over thirty-nine billion
dollars on broadcast television advertising in 1998, with a sub-
stantial portion of that directed at national programs on the four
major networks (NBC, CBS, ABC, and Fox).'3 At the extreme, a
thirty-second advertisement during the Super Bowl-consistently
the most watched program of the year-costs more than two mil-
lion dollars.' 36 On average, the price for a single thirty-second ad-
vertisement on a major network show during prime time is over
$150,000-just to run once. 3' This does not even include the ex-
orbitant cost to those giving notice of producing a national televi-
sion commercial, which in 1999 averaged $343,000."8 Conse-
quently, when a class is unidentifiable and large, notice via net-
work television advertising is only appropriate when the cost of
' Id at 327.
Pigford v Glickman, 185 FRD 82, 101-02 (D DC 1999) (holding that where fifteen to
twenty thousand African American farmers sued the Department of Agriculture for viola-
tions of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, publications through television and radio de-
cidedly satisfied the notice requirement, although print media also had a limited role).
'" See Statistical Abstract of the United States: 2000 at 579, Table No 937 (cited in
note 54).
" See Wayne Friedman, Disney Kicks Off Early Super Bowl Ad Sales, AdAge.com
(June 11, 2002), available online at <http://www.adage.com/news.cms?newsld=35016>
(visited Aug 27, 2003).
' Gary Davis Media: Television Advertising FAQ's, available online at <http://
televisionadvertising.com/faq.htm> (visited Aug 27, 2003). For the more popular television
shows, the cost of advertising is even higher. A thirty-second spot during NBC's popular
drama, E.R., just sold for $600,000, and a similar spot during ABC's prime-time game
show, Who Wants to be a Millionaire, sold for $250,000.
'" Stuart Elliot, Cost of TVAds Increases Sharply, NY Times C16 (Nov 20, 2000). The
average cost of producing a thirty-second national television commercial increased from
$295,000 in 1998 to $343,000 in 1999, the largest one-year increase in thirteen years.
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such notice can be justified by a lawsuit seeking damages that at
least exceed the costs of providing such notice. 39
2. Television audience demographics.
Over 93 percent of Americans over the age of eighteen view
television in any given week. 14° This is higher than the percentage
of Americans who listen to the radio or read newspapers.14 Fur-
thermore, demographics indicate that different groups watch
television in roughly the same frequency. There is a negligible
difference in television viewing based on age, sex, race, employ-
ment status, and household income. 142 Still, although television is
the best way to appeal to a diverse, national group of potential
class members, the enormous cost involved in doing so makes
national television a viable method of notice in only the highest-
stakes class actions.
IV. THE INTERNET
From its virtual non existence just a decade ago, the internet
has blossomed into one of the most expansive forms of communi-
cation on the planet today. Recently, Congress has begun to rec-
ognize the power and breadth of the internet. Some legislation
now encourages using the internet as a way to provide notice in
other contexts, such as problems concerning companies' prepar-
edness in the days leading up to the year 2000 ("Y2K").' 43 Based
on the dramatic rise in popularity and accessibility of the internet
in recent years, it has become a viable potential means of com-
municating notice.
.. See, for example, Carlough, 158 FRD at 322 (holding that commercial spot televi-
sion notice alerting potential class members concerning the class action and settlement is
appropriate as a piece of the advertising scheme in a lawsuit where the potential class
includes millions of persons).
,4 See Statistical Abstract: 2000 at 567, Table No 911 (cited in note 54).
... See id.
,4 See id.
,43 In 1998, Congress passed, and the President signed into law the Year 2000 Infor-
mation Readiness and Disclosure Act (IRDA). Year 2000 Information Readiness and Dis-
closure Act, Pub L No 105-271, 112 Stat 2386 (1998), codified at 15 USC §1 (2000). Accord-
ing to section 4(d)(1) of IRDA, a year 2000 website is considered to be an adequate mecha-
nism for providing notice in almost all cases where notice is an issue. IRDA, § 4(d)(1). The
IRDA thereby attempts "to encourage the use of the internet to provide notice of all mat-
ters relating to year 2000 processing problems and solutions." See Shawn E. Tuma, It
Ain't Over 'Til ... A Post-Y2K Analysis of Y2K Litigation & Legislation, 31 Tex Tech L Rev
1195, 1214-15 (2000).
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A. Current Use of the Internet in Class Action Notification
Courts have already begun to recognize internet media as a
viable means of communicating notice in several class action law-
suits. In In re Motorsports Merchandise Antitrust Litigation," the
Northern District of Georgia held notice to be adequate when the
plaintiff's counsel provided electronic notice of a settlement in-
volving price fixing of merchandise sold by NASCAR at profes-
sional stock car races through paid internet sites, a home page
set up on the internet, and a public service announcement posted
on Usenet Newsgroups.'4 Distributed in conjunction with adver-
tising in national NASCAR publications and pursuant to an at-
tempt to target the maximum number of members by profiling
class member demographics, the internet communications proved
to be the most successful means of notice.41 In approximately ten
weeks, the settlement website received 48,088 "hits," and inter-
ested viewers downloaded 13,043 claim forms. 147 By contrast, pub-
lication notice through traditional print media resulted in only
505 notice requests and yielded just 247 filed claim forms.'"
Thus, the internet portion of the settlement notice proved vastly
more successful at garnering the attention of potential class
members than the other forms of notice, including publication in
print media.
Unfortunately, however, the vast majority of courts and liti-
gants have failed to appreciate the full potential of the internet.
While the internet is becoming more prevalent as a way to notify
potential class members of a pending lawsuit, hardly any liti-
"' 112 F Supp 2d 1329, 1332 (N D Ga 2000). The notice scheme also included advertis-
ing in NASCAR-related publications, newspapers, and other media.
' Newsgroups are a means of public discussion. A series of compiled articles, news-group articles (messages) look like e-mail, but they can be read (potentially) by millions ofpeople all over the world, and are distributed via "news servers," which contain databases
of articles, and are operated by Internet service providers, schools, universities, and com-
panies. Like old editions of a newspaper, each news server "expires" (removes) old articles,
usually once a day, to make space for new ones. Most servers do this based on the number
of days an article has been on that server. news.newusers.questions, What Newsgroups are
and How They Work, available online at <http://users.rcn.com/kateshort/nnq/how-it-
works.html> (visited August 16, 2003).
"' See In re Motorsports Merchandise Antitrust Litigation, 112 F Supp 2d at 1332.
... See id at 1332-33.
"' See id.
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gants propose, and few courts mandate, that the internet must be
used in a class action lawsuit.'
Instead, the internet is often merely an addendum to a more
traditional notice scheme; it is part of a notice cocktail, rather
than being essential itself.'5° No published cases involve a federal
court holding a scheme of exclusively internet-based notice to be
acceptable in a class action law suit or have encouraged that such
a scheme be promulgated.
5 1
B. Cost of Internet Notice
The Middle District of Florida has held internet notice to be
"an appropriate method of notice" when used in conjunction with
publication and mail notice for a small group of identifiable class
members because "it would minimize the expense associated with
notice."52 If such notice is "appropriate" when dealing with a lim-
ited, traceable group of individual class members, it should also
be proper for a class of individuals who are both unidentifiable
and spread out.
Providing notice on the internet, regardless of the specific
form that the notice takes, costs substantially less than advertis-
ing through either the television or traditional print media.
5 3
"' See Ericson, Jury Orders Web Page Notice of Class Action, West's Legal News (cited
in note 16) (noting rare case where the judge required class notice to be posted on an
internet home page).
" Examples abound of class action notice mechanisms where the internet is merely
one in a series of methods of notification. See, for example, In re California Micro Devices
Corp Sec Litigation, 2001 WL 765146, *1 (N D Cal) (approving a notice scheme containing
notice through individual mailings, The Wall Street Journal, and broadcast to the inter-
net); In re Toys "R" Us Antitrust Litigation, 191 FRD 347, 350 (E D NY 2000) (holding that
notice was well calculated to reach potential class members where notice was published in
national magazines, newspapers, and on the internet); Milkman v American Travellers
Life Insurance Co, 2002 WL 778272, *4-5 (Pa Com P1) (holding that notice was adequate
where it was mailed to those parties who were identifiable, published once in USA Today,
and posted on a specially-designed website).
"' A search of legal databases failed to turn up a single federal court case where notice
exclusively via the internet was held to satisfy the notice requirement.
..2 Miles v America Online, Inc, 202 FRD 297, 306 (M D Fla 2001) (finding adequate a
notice plan comprised of a website targeted at the disability community in conjunction
with publication and mail notice about plaintiffs lawsuit alleging AOL violated Florida's
Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act by erroneously alleging fixed monthly fees).
"' The term "form," includes the countless ways in which advertisers have creatively
displayed the ads and peddled their wares on websites throughout the internet. Currently,
"banner" ads that ring the main text of a website and "pop-up" ads that mysteriously open
a separate webpage containing a specific advertisement when an individual accesses cer-
tain websites are two popular forms of internet advertising. Based on the nature of the
internet and the constant advances in technology and interactivity, it is fruitless to delve
into a discussion of particular forms of internet advertising. Suffice it to say, all forms of
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This cost savings would allow parties to a class action to provide
better notice for their money as well as give greater effect to the
purpose of Rule 23: "to allow a method of recovery for the small
claimant where it would be impracticable for the claimant to sue
individually."'5" In other words, when the cost of notice becomes
unaffordable, it may discourage the class action mechanism and
smother potentially meritorious claims."
One demonstration of the affordability of internet advertising
is the group of Microsoft websites. The sites range from the
prominent MSN.com, a general page that "provid[es] people with
personalized access to the wealth of relevant content, services
and tools available on MSN, (a network of websites, or "chan-
nels," of varying degrees of generality that are affiliated with Mi-
crosoft)"" to more specialized, less visited sites such as
women.msn.com. 57 This advertising opportunity allows an adver-
tiser to tailor his message to a specific clientele while still receiv-
ing millions of visitors. '5 MSN.com, for example, claims to
"reach[]more people in a day than the top 7 U.S. newspapers
combined."159 Advertising on MSN.com is much more affordable
than advertising in a national newspaper. A "small banner," for
example, can cost as little as six dollars per thousand visitors to
an MSN website.' 60 This price is approximately equivalent to the
internet advertisements, regardless of the particular creativity or interactivity involved or
additional costs for web hosting or creating new webpages to "link" to from the advertise-
ment, cost much less than television or print media.
"4 Mingus, 47 Cleve St L Rev at 109 (cited in note 13).
"' See, for example, Edward H. Cooper, Rule 23: Challenges to the Rulemaking Proc-
ess, 71 NYU L Rev 13,48 (1996).
" See <http://www.msn.com> (visited Aug 27, 2003).
... See <http://www.women.msn.com> (visited Aug 27, 2003).
" See, for example, MSN.com: Advantage Marketing Case Studies, available online at
<http://www.mediacenter.msn.com/home/casestudies.asp> (visited Aug 27, 2003) (discuss-
ing several dozen advertisers, their type of advertisements, and how they were able to use
the internet to tailor their advertising to the specific relevant groups). John Dennie, Direc-
tor of Online Marketing for RadioShack commented, "If you're spending money on a bal-
anced advertising attack and you don't include Internet advertising you're missing a big
opportunity." Id.
159 These papers include USA Today, The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times,
Washington Post, New York Daily News, and Chicago Tribune. MSN.com: Advantage
Marketing, available online at <http://www.mediacenter.msn.com/msnsites/msnindividual
site.asp?siteid=siteid32> (visited Aug 27, 2003) (citing a study by the Audit Bureau of
Circulation).
" See id. This is but one example of the various opportunities to advertise on a web-
site in the MSN.com family. Prices range based on the website on which the advertise-
ment will appear, the website demographics, the prominence of the location on the web-
site, and the size and complexity of the advertisement. MSN.com: Advantage
Marketing: MSN Home Page: Small Banner, available online at <http://www.media
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price per thousand viewers of one thirty-second television com-
mercial in one medium-sized local market in a daytime or late-
night time slot. 61 All the while, the internet provides a level of
national dissemination unknown to the other methods of notice.
Simply a multitude of choices abounds that are available to a
court interested in providing the most cost-effective notice in a
way best designed to appeal to potential class members. The lim-
ited options and skewed demographics of newspaper advertising
cannot possibly provide these opportunities so efficiently.
C. Demographics of Internet Usage in the United States162
Raw statistics demonstrate the power of the internet. As of
2000, over 112 million American adults had internet access either
at their place of employment or at their home.1 3 Over two-thirds
of these people-45 percent of American adults-have used the
internet in the past thirty days. 64 When people surf the internet,
moreover, they maximize their access time. The average internet
user spends over thirty minutes a day surfing the web, and those
under the age of fifty-five spend over forty minutes surfing each
day.
165
center.msn.com/msnsites/siteadproductdetails.asp?apid=apid281 2 > (visited Aug 27, 2003).
For example, the "small banner" is "[a] rectangular creative space that can contain static
or animated content" and has enough room for sixty-five characters, including spaces, and
it provides an automatic link to a website with more information about the advertisement.
Cost-Per-Thousand (CPM) is a standard method of evaluating media efficiency, based on
how much it costs to reach a thousand people. It is calculated by dividing the cost of the
advertising schedule purchase by 1/1000 of the Gross Impressions (number of times ap-
pearing). CPM is recognized as a "good comparative measure of media." See
http://www.museum.tv/archives/etv/C/htmlC/cost-per-thou/cost-per-thou.htm (visited Aug
27, 2003).
,6, See Gary Davis Media: Television Advertising FAQ's (cited in note 136).
2 For the purposes of this Comment, this discussion focuses only on internet usage in
the United States. Notably, the internet is also a valuable tool when attempting to reach a
global audience. Global internet usage is high, with approximately 500 million people
surfing the internet. Internet User Base Swells 48.6% in February-Brazil, Bus News
Americas-English (March 12, 2002), available online at <http://www.bnamericas.com/>
(visited Aug 27, 2003). More importantly, many people throughout the world use the
internet to search for information. For example, in Venezuela, roughly 78 percent of Vene-
zuelans use the internet to search for information, and 78 percent regularly used internet
search engines. 77.9% of Venezuelans Log on to Internet for Info, Bus News Americas -
English (March 13, 2002), available online at <http://www.bnamericas.com/> (visited Aug
27, 2003).
3 See Statistical Abstract of the United States: 2000 at 568, Table No 913 (cited in
note 54).
' Id at 567, Table No 911.
165 Consumers, Media, & US Newspapers: Results from the Impact Study (cited in note
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The true scope of this data may be deceiving. On the one
hand, the proportion of people using the internet is considerably
less than the 81 percent of the people who have read a newspaper
in the past week.1 6 On the other hand, the almost 113 million
people with internet access in 2000 (which includes over 90 mil-
lion who engage in internet usage) is much larger than the total
daily newspaper circulation in the United States. 67 Moreover, the
internet allows access to a multitude of sites where potential no-
tice may be posted, given the ability to immediately "link" be-
tween various webpages created by different hosts. "Linking"
provides the equivalent of instantaneously flipping between hun-
dreds of newspapers when looking for a particular article or ad-
vertisement. Conversely, happening to read a particular day's
newspaper from a particular paper is extremely unlikely. In other
words, just because someone reads a newspaper does not mean it
will be the one with the notice." Moreover, advertising in peri-
odicals presumes, ex ante, that a reader will be looking for notifi-
cation of a class action lawsuit. Periodical print simply does not
offer as much sensory stimuli to catch the attention of the poten-
tial oblivious class member. Internet advertising, with all its
technological capabilities, is much more difficult to ignore. No
other medium, including television, has such a favorable combi-
nation of accessibility, geographical range, affordability, and in-
teractivity thereby making the internet the best method for no-
tice in a traditional, general class action lawsuit.
Furthermore, internet communication is, by definition,
broader in scope than communication though newspapers. Apart
from USA Today, The Wall Street Journal, and The New York
Times, daily newspapers tend to reach only specific locales. The
internet, however, allows people to visit the same sites and read
the same information from almost anywhere in the world. People
from Albuquerque, New Mexico, to Youngstown, Ohio, can access
the same website and view the same information easily and in-
stantaneously. In cases involving a large, geographically dis-
persed, and unknown class of people, the internet affords a more
6 See Statistical Abstract of the United States: 2000 at 567 (cited in note 54).
167 See id at 567-68.
1 While this same problem appears to exist with the internet, certain websites have
distinct, large followings and can capture a large portion of the market share. Moreover,
the decreased advertising costs and the ability to "link" between websites immediately
make the needle in the haystack phenomenon that is notification for unidentifiable parties
more like a pitchfork in a haystack.
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reliable and cost-effective way to provide the best notice practica-
ble than newspaper publication.
Although the internet is a vast landscape of information, sig-
nificant guidance exists to help craft a scheme of internet notice
likely to appeal to a wide range of unidentifiable class members.
Unlike newspapers that contain only a few truly "national" edi-
tions-and that tend to appeal primarily to a distinct minority of
the population-the internet has consistent, broad national ap-
peal. 169
Notice via the internet can be narrowly tailored to specific
interests related to the class action or potential demographic bi-
ases that may exist, thereby increasing the chance that potential
class members will see the notice. In other words, the internet is
more likely than national newspapers to have diverse, national
appeal. 7 Motorsports provides one example of the ability of
internet notice to provide nationwide interest.17 1 In a lawsuit
stemming from alleged price fixing, internet notice was given
through paid advertising on select internet sites. 172 In cases like
this, common sense indicates that internet notice would be ap-
"' See, for example, TrafficRanking.com, available online at <http://www.traffic
ranking.com/mainframe.htm> (visited Aug 27, 2003). According to TrafficRanking.com,
the most popular website, passport.com, receives over 650,000 visits each month, and it
can be accessed from more than 39,000 other websites. Yahoo.com, the second most popu-
lar website, receives over 450,000 visits each month, and visitors can link to Yahoo.com
from more than nine million websites. The availability to "link" between websites enables
a direct, almost instantaneous connection between unrelated websites. See TrafficRank-
ing.com. A "visit" is described as a "trip to the site by one individual in a 'session." Where
a person accesses one website, spends some amount of time there, and views several pages
on that site, one "visit" is generated. But if that person goes to another site for a time, and
then re-accesses the previous site, another "visit" is counted. This accessibility enables the
internet to be a broad-based mechanism to connect visitors to a large variety of websites,
and it increases the likelihood that any given potential class member may view any notice.
Moreover, because of the ease and immediacy of connecting between various websites,
there are many more popular, national websites that parties to a class action can use to
post notice to a diverse group of potential class members.
70 See, for example, the MSN.com series of networks. According to TrafficRank-
ing.com, the MSN.com homepage is the third most popular website, receiving over 400,000
visits each month more than with 3.2 million pages viewed. Visitors to msnbc.com are
much more likely to represent average Americans, since they are about 50 percent male
and less than half have a household income greater than $75,000 (compared to The New
York Times readership, where almost 60 percent are male and 46 percent of its readers
have a household income of more than $100,000). MSN.com: Advantage Marketing:
MSNBC.com, available online at <http://www.mediacenter.msn.com/msnsites/msn
individualsite.asp?siteid=siteid22> (visited March 3, 2003).
... 112 F Supp 2d 1329 (N D Ga 2000).
"' See id at 1330 (where the plaintiff class was difficult to notify because "the vast
majority of the purchases made by class members were by cash and were not documented
by either party to the transaction").
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propriate on auto-racing sites, as well as some general sports
websites. The tactic of focusing notification on certain websites is
unique to the internet in that it can tailor notice to the likely in-
terests of the potential class. A notification method like that used
in Motorsports is more likely to notify potential class members
than using newspapers for notice. Newspaper notice is equivalent
to relying on geographical conjectures that provide little guidance
where to find potential class members for nationwide class ac-
tions.
Not only is the internet a more affordable medium for adver-
tising, but in addition, several broad-based websites, such as
MSN.com, CNN.com, and yahoo.com appeal to an enormous
number of adults in the United States, regardless of the geo-
graphic location or demographic distribution of these individu-
als. 173 One example of this enormous appeal is the website for the
American Broadcasting Company (ABC.com). 74 ABC reports that
it has four million unique visitors to its website each month.17 5
There is also less homogeneity in ABC.com's visitors in terms of
age, level of education, and type of employment than in the read-
ership of national newspapers. 
17 6
Nonetheless, some cases are better suited for using the
internet to notify potential class members than others. Possible
factors that may determine when the internet would make an
appropriate method of notice are class age and class race. Be-
cause the internet is so new, individuals over the age of fifty-five
are substantially less likely to have internet access or to use such
access."' Americans over fifty-five are one-third as likely as
Americans aged eighteen to thirty-four, and one-fourth as likely
173 See note 169. For example, MSN.com has a much more balanced audience that do
major newspapers. As of Spring 2003, 18 percent of visitors to MSN.com had a household
income of under $35,000, 17 percent had a household income between $35,000 and
$50,000, 23 percent had a household income between $50,000 and $75,000, 18 percent had
a household income between $75,000 and $100,000, 14 percent between $100,000 and
$150,000, and only 9 percent had a household income greater than $150,000. MSN.com:
Audience Profile, available online at <http://www.mediacenter.msn.com/home/audience
profile.asp> (visited July 21, 2003).
17 ABC.com: Advertiser Info, available online at <http://abc.abcnews.go.com/
site/advertiserinfo.html> (visited Feb 27, 2003). Other sites for broadcasting companies,
such as CBS.com, have similar visitor demographics that indicate a broad, diverse visitor
base. CBS.com: Online Media Kit, available online at <httpJ/www.cbs.com/sales/audience/
audienceuv.shtml> (visited Nov 18, 2002).
175 Id.
176 Id.
171 Statistical Abstract of the United States: 2000 at 567, Table No 911 (cited in note
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as Americans aged thirty-five to fifty-four, to use the internet.17"
Whereas approximately 55 percent of eighteen to fifty-four year
old Americans accessed the internet in the past thirty days, only
35 percent of fifty-five to sixty-four year olds and 10 percent of
persons sixty-five and older did so. 79 Therefore, publishing infor-
mation or notice anywhere on the internet is probably inadequate
if the potential class members disproportionately or significantly
consist of senior citizens.
Likewise, there appears to be a discrepancy between blacks
and non-blacks regarding internet usage. Whereas at least 47
percent of white, Hispanic, and Asian adults in the United States
regularly access the internet, only one-third of blacks do."s When
a potential class consists largely of blacks, this lower rate of us-
age may render internet notification inadequate.
Still, in a class whose demographics reflect those of the entire
United States, differences in internet access between blacks and
non-blacks might not necessarily make internet notice inade-
quate. Blacks comprise less than 13 percent of the population of
the United States." Therefore, the 13 percent disparity in inter-
net access that blacks encounter translates into a mere 1.69 per-
cent impact on the notice of the entire class. 82 Given the overall
financial savings internet notice can provide, and its ability to
transcend myriad geographical boundaries, the internet appears
to be an effective means of communicating notice regardless of
current usage disparities.
D. Comparison of Potential Methods of Publication Notice
When attempting to notify as many unidentifiable parties to
a class action as possible, while recognizing the inherent futility
of doing so, the internet stands alone as the best method of cost
effective notice.
See id at 568, Table No 913
See id at 567, Table No 911.
"0 See id at 568, No 913. For the purpose of this analysis, according to the U.S. Cen-
sus, regular internet usage means accessing the internet within the past thirty days.
Statistical Abstract of the United States: 2000 at 12, Table No 10 (cited in note 54).
, Since the discrepancy of internet usage between non-blacks and blacks is 13 per-
cent (.13), and African-Americans comprise roughly 13 percent (.13) of the population of
the United States, assuming the class demographics mirrors that of the United States as a
whole, the overall portion of the class that will be adversely affected by the general inter-
net access disparity is: .13 *.13 = .0169, or 1.69 percent of the class.
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1. The internet versus television.
History indicates that technology dramatically influences the
methods of notice used to satisfy Rule 23(c)(2). This is particu-
larly true when dealing with large potential classes of unidentifi-
able, interested individuals. Early in the life of class action law-
suits in the United States, newspapers and radios were the only
means of communicating notice broadly. The invention of televi-
sion and its rapid rise in popularity added a new, more central-
ized means of distributing notice. Particularly when only three
major networks existed, television was an easy, direct, and effi-
cient way to reach out to millions of Americans. Unlike newspa-
pers and radio stations that had a severely limited range and pool
of people to inform, television provided a larger, more thorough
way to promulgate information. As each passing day causes tele-
vision to become more centralized in American life, its effective-
ness as a means of communicating information for the purpose of
Rule 23(c)(2) grows.
Yet, television has its boundaries. Television stations are of-
ten localized and advertisements can be localized on national
networks, although less so than on radio stations or in most
newspapers. Furthermore, television notice is quite expensive,
and so it may deter plaintiffs pursuing many class action law-
suits.
The rapid ascent in popularity and accessibility of the inter-
net in the 1990s provided a new method of communication that
could appeal in largely the same way to people all over the United
States and the world. Additionally, the internet enables immedi-
ate interaction and promotes the accessibility of information to
the most interested parties more than any other form of notifica-
tion. Depending on the demographics of the unidentifiable poten-
tial class members, the internet may have accessibility problems
that the other methods do not currently have.8" Still, as the
internet becomes increasingly commonplace, and a larger per-
centage of Americans have access to its wonders, it can only be-
come more effective as a means of communication. Some courts
have already recognized this and have held notice via the inter-
net to be adequate under Rule 23(c)(2).18 More courts should fol-
' Statistical Abstract of the United States: 2000 at 568, Table No 913 (cited in note
54).
" See, for example, In re Orthopedic Bone Screw Products Liability Litigation, 246
F3d 315 (3d Cir 2001); Taft v Ackermans, 2003 US Dist LEXIS 2486 (S D NY); In re
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low their lead, and all courts should be prepared to go a step far-
ther and recognize notice on the internet as satisfying the re-
quirements of Rule 23(c)(2) by itself.
2. The internet versus national newspapers.
Despite the internet's advantages, some people still prefer
reading a newspaper to surfing the internet." The main reason
for this, however, is the "unique information" that they can get
from newspapers.8 The major type of "unique" information that
individuals receive from newspapers is community and regional
news, particularly obituaries. 187 Older people, the least likely
group to have access to the internet,"8 are most likely to believe
in the uniqueness of print media.89
Although three newspapers have a national scope that could
conceivably rival the national appeal of the internet, cost, demo-
graphics, and accessibility problems demonstrate that the inter-
net is a better choice for providing notice to a large, diverse group
of unidentifiable class members in most cases. The major news-
papers, by virtue of being national, do not enjoy the same ability
to promulgate unique, localized information. "Spotting the notice
in a newspaper is 'subject to the happenstance' of purchasing the
newspaper that day whereas notice transmitted via computers
remains accessible" for a longer period and is sold to advertisers
based on the number of "hits," or number of people who access the
website.' 0°
Lorazepam & Clorazepate Antitrust Litigation, 205 FRD 369 (D DC 2002); In re Valley of
Lakes RICO Class Action Litigation, 1997 WL 855784 (M D Pa).
' See John McIntyre, With So Much Content on the Internet, Why Do People Still
Read Newspapers?, Writers Write: The Internet Writing Journal, available online at
<http://www.writerswrite.com/journal/aug01/mcintyre.htm> (visited Aug 27, 2003).
'8' See id.
See id.
"' See Statistical Abstract of the United States: 2000 at 567, Table No 911 (cited in
note 54).
189 McIntyre, With So Much Content, Writers Write: The Internet Writing Journal
(cited in note 185).
" Richard H. Walker, David M. Levine, and Adam C. Pritchard, The New Securities
Class Action: Federal Obstacles, State Detours, 39 Ariz L Rev 641, 654 (1997), citing Gree-
bel v FTP Software, Inc, 939 F Supp 57, 63 (D Mass 1996). Depending on the readership
demographic and the location of an advertisement in a newspaper, experts calculate that
roughly one out of five readers would actually "see and read" a particular
advertisement. Freeway Advertising: Advertising Comparison, available online at
<http://www.freewayadvertising.com/pages/advertising-rates.html> (visited Aug 27, 2003)
(discussing the comparable low cost of transit advertising, but not discussing advertising
on the internet).
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Recall the hypothetical that began this Comment. While the
issue in that case involved notifying potential class members of a
settlement and collection, the problems surrounding traditional
notification, through newspapers and periodicals, are the same.
Despite the fact that notice of such refunds has been posted in
forty-three states, the Attorneys General have had an extremely
difficult time drawing attention to the settlement.91 Because
most of the ads "look like legal notices," and are "typically an-
nounced in dull legalistic splendor in newspapers and ... maga-
zines," the notices have "hardly [been] a clarion call to the
masses. " ' 2 Consequently, Trevor and millions like him are
unlikely to learn of their entitlement to a piece of the settlement.
Had the notice scheme included an internet component, including
targeting certain websites and displaying flashing, interactive
graphics, or been solely internet-based, it is possible that the At-
torneys General would have met with more success. At worst, it
is hard to conceive that an internet-based notice scheme would
have resulted in fewer claimants.193 The internet is an interactive
medium with opportunities for instantaneous communication and
dialogue on a grand scale. Consequently, the internet should be
recognized as a valid and exclusive method of transmitting notice
in class action cases.
Analyzed side by side, the internet can more effectively pro-
vide notice to large, unidentifiable classes than publishing notice
in national newspapers can. Advertising in newspapers has be-
come too expensive and its ability to notify potential class mem-
bers too tenuous to be viewed as a better method of providing no-
tice than the internet. As the cost of advertising prominently in
the major newspapers increases dramatically, numerous viable
claims may fail to materialize, since they are no longer cost effec-
tive. Moreover, it is unclear that national newspapers provide
any benefit in terms of the sheer volume of readers or the demo-
graphics of their readership. Contrary to the commonly held be-
liefs of many courts, an analysis of demographic statistics sug-
gests that a more diverse group visits the internet than reads the
three major national newspapers.
' See Jones, Small sums fail to draw buyers to CD settlement, Chi Trib at 8 (cited in
note 1).
19 Id.
93 See, for example, Motorsports, 112 F Supp 2d at 1332. The settlement website in
question received twenty-five times as many requests for claim forms as did the telephone
request line.
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CONCLUSION
The class action mechanism has changed markedly through
amendments and alterations.'9 The same holds true for the no-
tice requirement of the class action rule. At the dawn of the
twenty-first century, courts and litigants should reassess their
base assumptions about communication and information trans-
mission. While courts have held that newspapers were the stan-
dard for providing notice of pending class actions, 195 the advent of
the internet should force them to reevaluate this belief. National
newspapers may be an appropriate means of transmitting notice
in certain, select instances. However, in cases where class mem-
bers are truly diverse and unknown, courts rely on the fictions of
accessibility and prominence of national newspapers to sustain
their effectiveness. 19 At the very least, the legal community
should recognize the breadth and scope of the internet; courts
should recognize it as an exclusive and affordable means of pro-
viding adequate notice to unidentifiable parties. Internet notice
can be as narrowly tailored to a targeted group or as widely cast
as necessary. As the popularity of the internet continues to grow,
the legal community will one day have to face the realization that
the internet generally provides a better, more comprehensive,
more accessible form of notice to a greater number of potential
class members than the national newspapers do. The legal com-
munity must not be afraid to find that exclusive publication in
national newspapers is an inefficient relic of the past, and a
scheme of internet notice is necessary to provide the "best practi-
cable" notice.
" Silberman, 7 Tulane J Intl & Comp L at 204 (cited in note 24) (describing the clas-
sification system).
"' See, for example, Lamb, 59 FRD at 41.
'9 See id.
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